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Abstract
Cerebrovascular diseases are among the world’s top causes of death and their screening
and diagnosis rely on angiographic imaging. We focused on automated anatomical label-
ing of cerebral arteries that enables their cross-sectional quantification and inter-subject
comparisons and thereby identification of geometric risk factors correlated to the cere-
brovascular diseases. We used 152 cerebral TOF-MRA angiograms from three publicly
available datasets and manually created reference labeling using Slicer3D. We extracted
centerlines from nnU-net based segmentations using VesselVio and labeled them according
to the reference labeling. Vessel centerline coordinates, in combination with additional
vessel connectivity, radius and spatial context features were used for training seven distinct
PointNet++ models. Model trained solely on the vessel centerline coordinates resulted in
ACC of 0.93 and across-labels average TPR was 0.88. Including vessel radius significantly
improved ACC to 0.95, and average TPR to 0.91. Finally, focusing spatial context to the
Circle of Willis are resulted in best ACC of 0.96 and best average TPR of 0.93. Hence,
using vessel radius and spatial context greatly improved vessel labeling, with the attained
perfomance opening the avenue for clinical applications of intracranial vessel labeling.
Keywords: Angiograms, MRA, Segmentation, Vessel Centerline, Geometric Learning

1. Introduction

Cerebrovascular diseases are the second most common cause of death; therefore, their early
diagnosis and treatment are crucial for preventing adverse health events or even death. In
this work, we focused on anatomical labeling of cerebral arteries that enables their cross-
sectional quantification and inter-subject comparisons, e.g. healthy versus pathological.
Such comparisons are the basis to identify geometric risk factors correlated to the cere-
brovascular diseases. Labels provide anatomical localization of features relevant to disease,
and support the interpretation of findings. Automation of anatomical labeling is an impor-
tant step towards higher accuracy, reliability and efficiency of the labeling process and is
needed for its practical implementation.

Labeling the Circle of Willis (CoW) is a challenging task due to the variable and com-
plex topology of intracranial vessels. Manual labeling, which relies on visual interpreta-
tion of radiologist, is monotonous and time-consuming work (Pugliese et al., 2009), which
both introduces deviations into the results and delays further processing (de Giessen et al.,
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Figure 1: Color-coded vessel labeling superimposed on intracranial vessel wall surface obtained by
manual labeling (left) and using our best automated approach (right).

2015). Automatic labeling is therefore necessary to limit human error and speed up analy-
sis. Smaller vessels, such as the PCoA (Posterior Communicating Artery), represent a tiny
fraction of the entire image and their segmentation and labeling entails annotation of only
a few voxels, which makes the automation of this process rather difficult.

Most previous studies involved a small number of subjects; one of the causes might
be the lengthy process of manually labeling each subject. For instance, Uchiyama et al.
(2006) were among the first to address the issue of automatic labeling and used 10 cases
and achieved a TPR of 92.5%. Bogunović et al. (2011) proposed a method to annotate
five bifurcations in the front (anterior) part of the CoW. While the annotation process
was automatic, it was applied on the vessel centerlines obtained using a semi-automatic
process. The method was evaluated on vessel images of 30 patients and achieved 90%
correct vessel labeling. Two years later the same authors used the whole CoW and on
the same dataset achieved a TPR of 95%. Robben et al. (2016) introduced an innovative
simultaneous decomposition and labeling of the CoW, allowing them to take advantage of
additional raw image information when solving the problem. On 50 MRA images they
accurately labeled 95% of all bifurcations. A machine learning approach was proposed
by Wang et al. (2017). On 50 MRA images of the cerebral vessels, they annotated the
bifurcations with 99% accuracy. Yao et al. (2020) labeled 13 head and neck vessels using a
graph convolutional network based pointcloud approach, obtaining a average DSC of 85.9%
labeling 4 major head vessels across 72 CT images.

To the best of our knowledge, previous studies tested and refined their vessel labeling
methods using no more than 72 images and the authors did not attempt to utilize publicly
accessible angiographic datasets, such as the IXI dataset (IXI), which would form the basis
for objective cross-comparisons of the labeling results. Furthermore, the whole process
of labeling was generally not fully automated as the vessel segmentation and centerline
extraction involved manual or semi-automated approaches, or were assumed given a priori.

In this paper, we propose an automated approach to vessel labeling from raw TOF-MRA
angiograms obtained from three publicly available datasets. The approach was evaluated
on 152 MRA scans and entailed automatic vessel segmentation and centerline extraction
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Figure 2: Angiographic scans are first segmented into vessel/background using nnU-Net, then Ves-
selVio (Bumgarner and Nelson, 2022) is used to extract the vessel centerlines, connecting
edges and vessel radii, and, finally, this information is applied in the PointNet++ model
to predict the vessel labels.

and learning-based labeling of the vessel centerlines. The applied classifier was a modified
PointNet++ model using additional features obtained through the vessel centerline extrac-
tion. In an ablation-type study we tested seven models, two without and four with different
combinations of the additional vessel features, and one model trained only on the CoW area.
All models were objectively and comparatively evaluated on the large public and manually
labeled dataset using a common evaluation protocol.

2. Methodology

We propose a fully automated method for vessel segmentation, centerline extraction, and
vessel labeling, focusing on the intracranial vessels of the CoW as depicted in angiographic
scans. Figure 2 presents a basic flowchart of our method.

2.1. Vessel segmentation

For segmenting the vessels from raw angiograms we used nnU-Net (Isensee et al., 2021), a
self-adapting framework for U-Net based biomedical image segmentation. The preprocessing
of the raw angiograms was fully automated using the nnU-Net pipeline. The annotations for
model training consisted of an intracranial vasculature mask, which was manually segmented
from the angiograms by an experienced rater using Slicer3D (Pieper et al., 2004).

Next, the binary segmentations were converted to surface models and visualized. Using
surface annotation tools in Slicer3D, the vessels were labeled as: ICA (Internal carotoid
artery), ACA (Anterior cerebral artery), PCA (Posterior cerebral artery), PCoA (Posterior
communicating artery), BA (Basilar artery), SCA (Superior cerebral artery) and OV (other
non-CoW vessels).

The obtained segmentations and label maps were reviewed and approved by a neurora-
diologist with more than 10 years of experience. The manual labels thus served as a reliable
benchmark for the training and validation of our models.

2.2. Centerline extraction

From vessel segmentations we extracted the vessel centerline points, a list of edges inter-
connecting the centerline points, and the vessel radius associated with each centerline using
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VesselVio (Bumgarner and Nelson, 2022). When constructing an undirected graph, Ves-
selVio first determines the vessel centerline using a thinning algorithm (Lee et al., 1994) and
then connects the centerline points using a 26-connectivity neighborhood operator. Next,
the obtained graph is filtered using a variety of methods to remove erroneously extracted
segments and spuriously overlabeled branchpoints. We increased the threshold at which
the filtering process begins to eliminate very big branchpoint clusters because the original
VesselVio filtering algorithm appeared to overfilter some segments, leaving gaps between
otherwise neighboring centerlines.

For training and evaluation purposes the manual labels annotated on the vessel surface
were propagated to the vessel centerlines.

2.3. Label prediction

The vessel centerlines and associated vessel labels, list of interconnected neighboring cen-
terlines, and vessel radius were applied to train a model for the classification of centerline
label. We used the centerline point connections based on the extracted edgelists, which
encoded pairs of interconnected centerline points. This information was used to augment
the input to the models, namely by including the coordinates of the two interconnected
centerline points and the mean vessel radius at those points.

The label prediction models were trained through resampling the centerlines and associ-
ated features. To improve the capability to represent smaller features present in the vessel
centerlines, the graph of the extracted labeled centerline points was divided into smaller
partially overlapping graphs to be used for model training. Namely, following the selection
of a seed point at a random centerline point in the vessel centerline graph, an unstructured
point cloud was created by sampling 1000 points based on their Euclidean distance from
the seed point. By repeated sampling of the vessel centerline graph we obtained 70 partially
overlapping vessel centerline subgraphs for each input angiogram.

To test the contribution of each input feature, an ablation-type study was performed by
progressively including features, and training and evaluating several models.

2.3.1. Classifier

To perform vessel labeling, we used PointNet++ as vessel centerline classification model (Qi
et al., 2017b). The basic PointNet (Qi et al., 2017a) model inputs unstructured point cloud
data and identifies two mapping functions, i.e. h : RN → RK and g : RK ×RK ×RK} → R,
which together approximate a general function f({x1, . . . , xn}) ≈ g(h(x1), . . . , h(h(xn))).
PointNet uses the functions h() and g() on N input points in order to apply the input and
feature transformations, and then aggregates the features using maximum pooling. This
reduces the input shape to a small and constant number of important keypoints.

PointNet++ builds upon the PointNet model, adding density adaptive layers and a
hierarchical abstraction of regions instead of a single max pooling operation. We used two
different PointNet++ approaches: Single- and Multi-Scale Grouping (SSG and MSG, resp.).
Compared to SSG, the MSG extracts multi-scale patterns by applying multiple PointNet
models after the grouping layers, with input point set size being N ′ × (d + C) and output
set size N ′ × K × (d + C), thus forming multi scale features.
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2.3.2. Aggregation of predictions

In similar manner as the training of the model,in the prediction phase, each vessel centerline
graphs was sampled to obtain 70 local overlapping subgraphs of 1000 points, and each
subgraph was independently labeled using the trained model. Each centerline point was
thus labeled multiple times and its final label was chosen by applying majority voting rule.

3. Evaluation

In this work we propose seven different vessel centerline label prediction models and evalu-
ate their performance on the vessel centerline graphs obtained from automatic segmentation
of 152 MRA images. All the models, including nnU-net for vessel segmentation and Point-
Net++ for label prediction, were trained and tested using 4-fold cross validation. Each fold
used 114 MRA images for training and 38 for validating. Out of 114 images, 86 were used
for training and 28 for testing and fine-tuning the models in training phase.

3.1. Dataset

The 152 MRAs were obtained from three different publicly available datasets, i.e. IXI (IXI),
TubeTK (Bullitt et al., 2005) and ADAM dataset (Timmins et al., 2021). From the IXI
dataset we took 80 subjects (43 women and 37 men) aged between 21 and 75 years, with
the MRAs acquired using three different scanners: Philips 3T, Philips 1.5T and GE 1.5T.
From the TubeTK dataset we used 29 subjects (19 women and 10 men) between 20 and 49
years, with all MRAs acquired by a Siemens Allegra 3T. From the ADAM dataset we took
43 subjects (29 women and 14 men) aged between 19 and 61 years, whereas the MRAs were
acquired on different Philips scanners with field strength of either 1, 1.5 or 3T. Combining
MRA scans acquired across different scanner vendors, protocols and field strengths enabled
us to rigorously test the accuracy and robustness of the methods and thus assess their fit
for clinical application.

3.2. Experiment

We used two variants of PointNet++, i.e. SSG and MSG, in combination with input cen-
terline point coordinates and additional features. Namely, SSG_Base input the extracted
centerline point coordinates (input size: N × 3), SSG_Rad additionally input vessel radius
associated with each centerline point (input size: N × 4), while SSG_CR used the pairs of
point connections and their corresponding vessel radius (input size: N × 7). With the same
respective inputs we also tested the PointNet++ MSG, denoted as MSG_Base, MSG_Rad
and MSG_CR.

Finally, we used the best-performing of the aforementioned six models and trained the
model on vessel centerline graphs cropped to the CoW region (MSG_ROI). Furthermore,
we trained a separate model for binary labeling of the CoW dubbed MSG_CoW in order
to demonstrate that the area of the CoW can be detected automatically; consequently, the
MSG_ROI model application is fully automatic.

For training all the models we used the Adam optimizer with the learning rate set to
0.001, the decay rate to 0.5, and the decay step to 20.
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Table 1: Vessel labeling performance across all seven tested prediction models. Values in
bold highlight the best results per performance metric, separately for global mod-
els and the model limited to the CoW area.

Model ACC avgDSC avgTPR
SSG_Base 0.930 0.754 0.884
SSG_Rad 0.933 0.778 0.894
SSG_CR 0.940 0.787 0.870
MSG_Base 0.943 0.782 0.887
MSG_Rad 0.947 0.804 0.904
MSG_CR 0.946 0.800 0.884
MSG_ROI 0.957 0.913 0.932

Labeling performance was evaluated by calculating the overall accuracy (ACC), true
positive rate (TPR) and Dice similarity coefficient (DSC). In order to additionally penalize
incorrect predictions on the smaller vessels, the TPR and DSC were computed for each of
the n vessel segments individually, added up and divided by vessels present in the case:

avgTPR =
n∑

i=1

TPRi
n

, avgDSC =
n∑

i=1

DSCi
n

. (1)

4. Results

Average DSC and TPR calculated across test cases in all four folds are reported in Table 1.
The PointNet++ SSG-based models resulted in overall lower performance compared to the
MSG-based models. The PointNet++ model without additional features (e.g. SSG_Base)
achieved lowest score of average DSC 0.754 and TPR of 0.884, while SSG_Rad and SSG_CR
slightly improved the results with average DSCs of 0.778 and 0.787, respectively.

The MSG_Base achieved the average DSC of 0.782, while the MSG_Rad and MSG_CR
achieved comparable average DSC of 0.804 and 0.800, respectively, but the MSG_Rad
achieved better average TPR (0.904 compared to 0.884 of the MSG_CR). In the final ex-
periment, the MSG_Rad model was used to train MSG_ROI model in the area as identified
by the MSG_CoW; the MSG_ROI achieved the overall best results (average DSC of 0.913).
All results are summarized in Table 1. As a sidenote, the supporting model MSG_CoW
that labeled the CoW versus other vessels achieved a TPR of 0.996 for the CoW vessels and
an overall ACC of 0.968.

We further analyzed the two best performing models based on each vessel label, i.e.
MSG_ROI and MSG_Rad. The improvements by MSG_ROI were especially evident in
smaller vessels such as PCoA, where the DSC of MSG_ROI (0.757) was much higher than
the DSC of MSG_Rad (0.570). For larger vessels, such as ICA, the DSC improved slightly
from 0.921 to 0.979. The per vessel label results are presented in Table 2. A set of boxplots
that compare the TPR of the models for each vessel are shown in Figure 3. Even though the
performance increase of MSG_ROI shown might not be as apparent for the bigger vessels
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Table 2: Performance comparison between the two best performing models MSG_ROI and
MSG_Rad. For each vessel label the TPR, DSC and Precision are reported.
Values in bold denote the best results per each vessel label.

Model ICA ACA PCA PCoA BA SCA OV
TPR MSG_Rad 0.972 0.942 0.902 0.761 0.871 0.899 0.948

MSG_ROI 0.981 0.979 0.959 0.813 0.888 0.946 –
DSC MSG_Rad 0.921 0.821 0.772 0.570 0.822 0.731 0.966

MSG_ROI 0.979 0.970 0.946 0.757 0.898 0.879 –
Precision MSG_Rad 0.881 0.731 0.692 0.585 0.820 0.634 0.989

MSG_ROI 0.978 0.965 0.937 0.814 0.925 0.884 –

such as the ICA, ACA or PCA, we can still observe an increase of median TPR from 0.987
to 0.991, 0.984 to 0.993 and 0.944 to 0.986 respectively, as well as a lower amount of outliers
in the lower quartiles, further solidifying the improvement offered by MSG_ROI.

5. Discussion

A novel fully automated approach that uses the nnU-net vessel segmentation and upon
extracted vessel centerlines so as to label the six most relevant CoW vessel and differentiate
them from the distal non-CoW vessels. The CoW is a crucial area of the cerebrovascular
system that is vulnerable to a number of diseases, including intracranial aneurysms, which
usually develop there (Brisman et al., 2006). The reliable automatic labeling algorithm pro-
posed in this paper opens up the possibility to conduct further research into the relationship
between size and presence of specific vessels or the development and rupture of intracranial
aneurysms.

We tested six different models on the full intracranial vessel centerline graph to fully
evaluate the contribution of each parameter to the labeling quality. The best average TPR

Figure 3: Boxplots of TPR across all vessel labels and all seven tested models.
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of 0.904 was achieved by model MSG_Rad; however, the average TPRs of the other five
models were fairly close (see Table 1. For example, the boxplots in Figure 3 show a distinct
difference between the models abilities to label the PCoA, SCA, and BA. On bigger vessels
like the ICA, ACA, and PCA, the differences are minor.

As we are most interested in the CoW region, we trained the final MSG_ROI model ex-
clusively in this area, where the area was first automatically determined by the MSG_CoW
model and then the data labeling model was trained and applied. The general area of the
CoW was detected by the MSG_CoW, which achieved a TPR of 0.996 on CoW vessels and
overall ACC of 0.968. The MSG_ROI model was based on the top-performing model from
the first six experiments MSG_Rad, and yielded state of the art average TPR of 0.932 and
also state of the art ACC (0.957) and average DSC (0.911). It is clear that by focusing on
the area of interest, the model labeling capabilities were greatly enhanced.

Figure 3 further demonstrates that MSG_ROI model outperforms every other model
on across all vessels labels while offering a more robust performance as indicated the lower
interquartile range. Comparing models MSG_Rad and MSG_ROI revealed significant
improvement of DSC for the PCoA (from 0.57 to 0.76), a small vessel which is typically
overlooked or mislabeled due to its small size and thickness. In our evaluation we used
class-averaged TPR and DSC, which penalizes cases equally for each vessel label, regardless
of the vessel size. In this manner, the impact of smaller vessels (like PCoA) on the final
score is equal to that of larger vessels (such as ICA). Current state-of-the-art approaches
typically only report overall true positive rate or accuracy, so if a small vessel is poorly or
even not identified, the overall score is not substantially affected. Their contribution to the
final score is further diminished by the fact that PCoA vessels are not included in all cases
(Hartkamp and van der Grond, 2000). Our result for cases with and without PCoA vessel
can be seen in Figure 4.

The proposed method is heavily dependent on vessel centerline extraction using the
VesselVio program, which occasionally produces sub standard results. As shown on the
right side of Figure 4, this may lead to poor labeling. Our long-term goal is to decrease
the number of incorrectly labeled vessels, which we think can be done by enhancing the
cerebral vessel centerline extraction algorithm with a focus on CoW.

In conclusion, a novel automated CoW labeling approach was proposed using the vessel
centerline coordinates, connectivity and radii, extracted from segmented angiograpms, as
input to a PointNet++ model, achieving average TPR of 0.904 using vessel centerline graph,
or 0.931 if the spatial context including CoW area vessel subgraphs was used.
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Figure 4: Comparison of good (left) and bad (right) vessel label prediction results of our approach,
visualized on rendered meshes.
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